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By Gyonata Bonvicini

Austrian artist Florian Schmidt’s works will disappoint viewers looking for visual bombast, but by avoiding heroic painterly ges-
tures, and frequently even forsaking the use of paint, Schmidt has nevertheless become one of the most interesting painters of 
his generation. With their cultivated fragility, poetic emptiness and unassuming subtlety, it’s easy to imagine these works being 
overlooked in a crowd or overwhelmed. His compositions would seem unresolved or even incomplete were it not for their intuitive 
elegance.
There’s probably a lot to be said for using abstraction, as Schmidt does, in a manner devoid of machismo and in a completely 
non-power-seeking fashion. 

His work is marked by an acute interest in the development of painting using a geometric formal vocabulary. Throughout his 
practice, he constructs core compositions made of elementary shapes – imperfect circles, squares, and rectangles – which are 
intersected by and entwined with parallel and crossing lines. Experimenting with alternative ways of painting, Schmidt executes 
these familiar compositions with de-familiarizing choices of color, material, and surface treatments.  Schmidt’s works are mostly 
medium-size panels composed of stretched canvas, wooden structures, daubed with lacquer, silicon, and vinyl or adorned with 
bits of cardboard and wires. A closer examination of his works reveals, however, that the geometrised and orderly world of these 
forms is at odds with their arrangements and characterised by fragmentarisation, dissolution, threatened instability, destruction, 
the loss of control and the supremacy of the forms. The evocation of “structures” and their disembodiment through geometrisa-
tion and disciplining, limitations and demarcations (imposed by the space, the physicality of the materials and the angles) as well 
as deconstruction of geometrisation are in fact central to the artist’s works.
The works intuitively allude to décollagiste activity but evade the representational and textual reminders of this tradition. Instead, 
Schmidt creates a self-reflexive aesthetic, quoting his own formal vocabulary from previously made paintings, collages, drawings, 
and sculptures. The effect becomes evocative of the layers of history found on building facades worn by constant postering. His 
paintings assert seductiveness through the unrigorous geometry and a manual proficiency that arrives at painting through alter-
nate means. 

For his first solo exhibition in Milan at gallery Suzy Shammah titled “Voice”, Florian Schmidt transfers those different paths of nar-
ration to a minimalistic concept of forms that re-organise and re-design the space of the gallery, strongly characterized by the se-
quence of three almost identical rooms. All the works gathered together in the exhibition are connected and the narrative sequence 
starts from “Carousel”, a painted triangular wooden structure sitting on a circular piece of cut canvas, and ends with “Serpentine”, 
a painting composed of four catalog mounted inside a fragile wooden frame. 
Although the imagery can be hard to read, the titles given often allude to their point of origin in recognisable forms, such as “One” 
or “Bridgee”. The principle of the readymade and recycling also suffuse his practice; off-cuts from previous works often re-appear 
as motifs for new paintings; hand-knitted lengths are sewn or pulled over stretchers. It is a silent visual conversation between 
piece and viewer that allows one privileged access to the workings of the artist’s interior process, creating depth through a series 
of interlocking compositions. Though they maintain a remarkable collage like appearance, the canvases are indeed painted works 
combining traditional and mundane material. Crushed, fragmented, stained or sliced the variety of textures and grains included in 
each work are often highlighted by a complementary curve, stripe or color tint that punctuates their mute demeanor to imbue the 
piece with a sense of intimacy, immediacy and mood. 

Architectural interventions like the two wooden walls installed in the central room change the original perception of the gallery 
as a display for art. Looking through the fragile geometrical pattern of these structures, the dark coloured surfaces articulate the 
space and the works in it in a completely different way; addressing at the same time themes such as architecture, sculpture, trans-
parency and volume. Framed and accented by their own structural elements, these painting-installations unfold and re-structure 
themselves as the viewer’s perspective crosses the space. This transformation of such architectural spaces into a visual compo-
sitions, by the near negation of its inherent three dimensionality, is negotiated through the application of color, which merge walls 
into planes and corners, fixtures into collage elements, and the meeting point of floors and ceilings into the ripped edges, cut and 
seam design elements central to his two dimensional canvas compositions. Schmidt’s presentation of such interrelationships of 
space and canvas, fragment and whole, present and process, is an exercise in abstraction that appears to have opened the way to 
new spheres of artistic production, merging format, structure and style.
These works encourage an appreciation of the finished object and a consideration of how it came into being. The environmentalist 
mantra “reduce, reuse, recycle,” enlivened by the element of chance, describes not only this painting, but also Florian Schmidt’s 
humble yet expansive practice as a whole.


